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“Agent. Strange job isn’t it…
working in the shadows so others 

can shine?” 

- Call My Agent, S.2 Ep. 6



What is an agent? 

Career manager

Champion and coach

Looking out for the best 
interests of the author

Paid by commission only



What do agents do?
Match authors with right publishers

Negotiate contracts

Edit manuscripts

Handle the money, check and chase 
royalties

Ensure publisher is publishing and 
marketing as agreed

Help solve arising problems 



Do agents help with 
self-publishing?

Some do, some don’t 

Check your plans with your agent / 
prospective agent

Some agencies run their own self-publishing 
imprints

Some with assist with advice, marketing and 
publicity

All agents will have a view on how self-
publishing fits into the overall author 
strategy  



Wants and Needs

Author: “I want to make a living from my 
books”

Agent: “How do I get my author the best 
publishing deal and strategy for her long 
term career plans?”

Publisher: “I want to make money on this 
book / this author”

Reader: “I want to read a good book”



Publishing Today

Today’s publishing model is tomorrow’s chip 
paper

Publishing industry changing fast

No longer about books, about content / 
property

Digital not just ebooks; apps, audio, 
enhanced ebooks



Today’s Publisher

Thinks… Multiple formats, multiple markets

Exploits backlist - books no longer out of 
print (out of mind)

Has to think about all ways to reach readers, 
engage in consumer marketing, branding

Digital changing acquisitions process as well 
as consumer marketing



What makes a 
bestseller?

Great story?

New idea?

Great cover?

Famous author?

Luck? 



INGREDIENTS OF 
THE BESTSELLER

Ingredients:

A great hook!

Conflict

Character

Suspense

Action

Action

A great hook!

Character

Suspense

Conflict Zeitgeist



The Hook

Communicate the idea of the story in one sentence.

And show the CONFLICT that makes the story 
interesting.

“To set a forest on fire, you light a match. To set a 
character on fire, you put him in conflict.” James N. 
Frey, author of How to Write a Damn Good Novel

Can you guess these famous classic novels from just 
one line?



The “3 Keys” to 
Book Sales

Title

Cover

Marketing plan

Is it catchy? On trend? Has conflict?

Is it catchy? On trend? Has conflict?

Is it right? Is it enough?



Finding the right 
agent

Bona fide agents do NOT charge any kind of fee for reading - look 
for AAA membership and check out current clients.

Be clear what genre you are writing (crime, women’s fiction, science 
fiction etc) and approach agents active in the genre. Don’t waste 
everyone’s time approaching agents who do not represent your genre.

Research online - all agents have websites and these will outline 
agency submission guidelines (will vary by agency).

Twitter can be a good source to find out more about specific agents 
or agencies.

If you get interest from agents, speak to them, meet them. It’s an 
important relationship to get right so you are interviewing them as 
much as they are interviewing you.




